Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) concerns with selecting an accurate sense of a term automatically in the given situation. It is very significant and challenging problem in several applications of natural language processing. We have used a probabilistic model in our system. Word Sense Disambiguation is done based on n-grams (bigrams and trigrams). The objective is to evaluate the performance of the system with various kinds of an input string which have an ambiguous word. For resolving the probability of the sense of an ambiguous word in the given sentence we use a Naïve Bayes classifier. We have use translation memory (TM) to speed up the translation process. A classical translation memory chooses contender translations into a target language (Hindi) by getting similar translations to an entered text from available pairs of earlier translated segments.
Introduction
In natural language processing Word Sense Disambiguation is a topic that has been learned from so many years. The objective of word sense disambiguation is to choose the accurate sense of an ambiguous word in a specified context. In reality automatic word sense disambiguation persists to be an open problem has raised an immense attention in the community of computational linguistics, hence, various techniques has been commenced in the previous decades [1] . Rivalries like Senseval and lately SemEval1 have moreover encouraged the invention of innovative methods for word sense disambiguation, offering a motivating atmosphere for checking those methods. In spite of the word sense disambiguation task has been learned for a decade of time, the probable sentiment is that word sense disambiguation has to be included into actual applications for example information retrieval, lexicography, machine translation systems, knowledge mining, automatic answer machines, semantic interpretation, etc. [1] . So many studies on this matter have confirmed that those applications have advantage from word sense disambiguation [2, 3] . To decide the probability of a sense of an ambiguous word, the statistical dictionary is given as input to Naïve Bayes classifier. We make a classification model which depends on the probability of finding correct sense of each ambiguous word as well as the words which enclose it. We know that some other classification models are also present for instance, support vector machine [4] and conditional random field [5] . On the other hand, while we have preferred a probabilistic model founded on independent description so as to determine the accurate target sense, we consider that the Naïve Bayes classifier entirely suits with this type of technique. The objective of this research is to appraise to what level every word, in a surrounding of the ambiguous word, adds to getting better the process of the word sense disambiguation. To speed up the translation process, we have make use of translation memory (TM). Where, translation memory is a database which stores pair of original (source segment) and translated (target segment) text.
Related Work
The choice of the suitable sense for a specified ambiguous word is usually done by taking into account the words nearby the ambiguous word. An inclusive analysis of a number of techniques possibly covered in [1] . While possibly seen, lots of work has been made on verdict the most excellent supervised learning technique for word sense disambiguation (such as, see [6, 7, 8, 9] ) however regardless of the large variety of learning algorithms, it has been found that several classifiers for instance Naïve Bayes are extremely competitive and their performance essentially based on the depiction schema and their feature preference method. In literature some other works are explained where for solving the problem of word sense disambiguation parallel corpora was used [10, 3] . These kinds of methods are normally used to DOI 10.29042/2018-3916-3918 discover the most excellent sense in the given language. Word Sense Disambiguation WSD is an essential work in natural language processing because of the reality that the several meanings are corresponds to an ambiguous word in the given source language. For example the word "date" which possibly will have numerous meanings. Let we choose one among these available meanings, that is, "Saumya likes dates", here date is one kind of fruit. "Ashish went on date", in this context date is related to romantic meeting. "Rashmi has exam on date 27 th" , this date is related to calendar date. Consequently, the capability for disambiguating an ambiguous word in given source language is important for the job of machine translation [11] .
The Probabilistic Model
Consider an input sentence in English, whose representations are taken by using n-grams. Suppose S = {aw1, aw2, …, awk, …, awk+1, …, aw|S|} be the n-gram representation of English sentence created by taking collectively all the n-grams, where awk is the representation of an ambiguous word. Our objective is to find an appropriate candidate for the polysemous word awk. Hence, we have planned to use a Naïve Bayes classifier which considers the probability of specified awk. A proper explanation of the classifier is :
To find N candidate meanings of the polysemous word awk corpus is used. Corpus gives all the probable meanings for awk with the corresponding details. Thus, we can use word that match with the equivalent class of the ambiguous word. N-gram Model N-grams are just entirely groupings of neighboring letters or words of size n that are present in the source text. Consider an example, specified the word apple, for this the "bigrams" or 2-grams are ap, pp, pl and le. We can moreover count the word boundary -that would enlarge the list of bigrams to #a, ap, pp, pl, le and e#, where # represents a word boundary. Translation Memory A translation memory is basically a record of earlier translated pairs of corresponding source language and target language segments, usually, sentences. When source language sentence is given to the translation memory for translation, will find in the database and selects samples which intimately match with the given sentence. Concept is translator may use earlier translated text as model. Consider a case, where a translator has to translate an input text so, TM first checks whether it has translated any such sentence or part of it before and if so it shows that as a suggestion. It is then up to the translator to use the existing translations or translate the sentence from scratch [12] . System Architecture In our system first of all ambiguous words in the given string get catch. Ambiguity of all found words gets clear by applying N-gram model. For speed up the translation in our system we have use translation memory. Above bigram formula gives the probability of coming two words together. Consider following examples, <s> I am tourist </s> <s> tourist I am </s> <s> I do not like cold drink </s> P(I|<s>)=2/3=.67 P(tourist|<s>)=1/3=.33 P(am|I)=2/3=.67 P(</s>|tourist)=1/2=0.5 P(tourist|am)=1/2=.5P(do|I)=1/3=.33 In the above example, we have considered three sentences. So, probability of coming "I" at the beginning of sentence is .67, as among three two sentences are starting with "I". Probability of starting sentence with "tourist" is .33. Probability of coming "I" and "am" together is .67, whereas probability of coming "am" and "tourist" together is .5. We can calculate probability matrix also for same. Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online)
Fig 2: Probability Matrix
Now consider Trigram model, here the probability of a word, conditioned on two previous words P(tourism brings wealth and fame to the country) = q(tourism|*,*) x q(brings|*,tourism) x q(wealth|tourism, brings) x q(and|brings, wealth) Therefore, by using bigram and trigram model we find the probability of the correct sense to be considered for ambiguous word. While using translation memory input string is considered as "input"; and the samples preferred are known as "matches", in spite of whether they are useful or not to the translator. In some instance, an accurate translation is available so may place into the target text. Or else, fractional matches will be available which can be utilized to direct the translator. This kind of fractional matching is generally known as "fuzzy matching". It allows predictable matches to be ordered with respect to the "fuzziness" or the degree of similarity in relation to the input sentence.
Conclusion
WSD is the task of deciding accurate meaning of the word (among available all meanings) in the specified context. In this paper, we presented a word sense disambiguation technique which uses n-grams for input sentences containing ambiguous word. Specifically, we used a Naive Bayes classifier for finding the probability of the accurate sense of an ambiguous word in the source language. Naïve Bayes is the simplest classification algorithm. It is easy to implement and requires only small amount of training data. It exhibits high accuracy and speed when applied to large databases. We have also used the concept of translation memory to speed up the translation process. Advantage of using TM is reduced translation cost as well as time.
